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Founded on innovation

Te Pari Products is a New Zealand based company and
was established in 1979 by Pete French. Pete’s father
(Ted) developed a basic scissor action docking iron and
Pete redesigned and refined the concept. This scissor
action docking iron won a NZ Agricultural Fieldays
Invention Award in 1980 and an Equipment Award in
1981 and became the flagship product of Te Pari.
Te Pari was awarded 6 other NZ Agricultural Fieldays
accolades and 1 Australian National Field Days award
over the next 10 years for its innovative products, all
developed “in house”.
For over 17 years Pete and his wife operated Te
Pari and significantly expanded the range of animal
husbandry and handling products.
Te Pari is a Maori phrase meaning “The cliff” or “The
bluff” and was taken from the name of Pete’s farm,
named Te Pari because it has a large bluff rising from
the Kiwitea River, that runs through it. The farm is
located in the Beaconsfield Valley in the Manawatu
region of New Zealand’s North Island.

Te Pari is the leader in livestock handling equipment, we focus on
making livestock equipment that is both safe and efficient. We
have demonstrated this focus from our inception. However todays
livestock producer needs more than just innovative equipment. To
be a truly profitable a seamless handling solution is required and it
needs to be backed with trustworthy support.
Our seamless solutions integrate all the components you need to
perform your on farm tasks with safety, speed and efficiency.
From crates, drafters and weigh equipment to EID and livestock
management software, Te Pari is the first manufacturer
globally to pull all these vital components together,
as a package, for the farmer. With Te Pari you get…

In 1997 the Blampied family purchased Te Pari
Products and proudly carry the Te Pari name in
recognition of this as the birthplace of our company
and its original product lines.
During 2002-2003 Te Pari relocated its entire
manufacturing business from New Zealand’s North
Island to Oamaru in the Waitaki district of New
Zealand’s South Island.
In 2015 Te Pari’s new 4,400 square metre “purpose
built” factory and office facility was officially opened
in Oamaru, shown below.
Today the company is still in family ownership and
continues to expand its product lines and build upon
it’s heritage of innovation and reliability.

- One supplier - One solution - One support Our high level of integration provides the performance
you need, without the “blame game” of incompatible
parts.
With Te Pari you get a global first! A safe efficient and
seamless livestock handling solution backed with trustworthy
customer support.
A true profit centre for your livestock production.

How to Buy

The Te Pari range of integrated on farm solutions are available
throughout Australia through our specialist dealer network.
Our specialist dealers have undertaken training in the full Te Pari
range and not only carry our equipment but also a full compliment
of spare parts and accessories.
For more information, full contact details of your local dealer from
the details provided on the inside back cover.

TEPARI.COM
1800 650 682

Find your nearest Te Pari Specialist Dealer
See the inside back cover or visit online at
www.tepari.com
W www.tepari.com

P 1800 650 682
E sales.au@tepari
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SHEEP EQUIPMENT

RACEWELL
HANDLING
EQUIPMENT

Racewell Benefits

PRECISION SHEEP MANAGEMENT!
Racewell Sheep Handling technology gives you the capacity to measure,
manage and market sheep on their individual merit with greater accuracy
and less effort. The multipurpose Racewell Sheep handling system helps
you to reduce labour costs and increase efficiency.

Benefits of a

Racewell
Sheep
Handler

MANAGEMENT

Farmers, using the Racewell 3 or 6 way
drafters, have been splitting their lambs
up into weight lines e.g. groups in 2kg
increments. This is proving to be not
only labour saving but also a fantastic
management tool for forward planning
and cash flow budgeting.
It also means you can manage which
stock you need to have ready for
slaughter and which need to remain out
in the pasture putting on weight - rather
than bringing in a much bigger line to be
drafted and picked each time.

ANIMAL HEALTH

Ewes certainly increase their fecundity when
target tupping (mating) weights are reached.

EFFICIENCY

Looking to reduce the back breaking sheep
work? The Racewell sheep handler is designed
for auto weighing and drafting, but due to the
free access to the sheep, it can be used for
drenching, ear tagging, vaccinating, checking
mouths or udders. In fact whatever you can do
in the drenching race you can do in a Racewell
Sheep handler faster, easier and better.

EID

Using EID tags in your flock allows sheep
to be drafted by other criteria such as
scanning results or micron groups.

LABOUR EFFICIENCY

The multipurpose Racewell Sheep handling
system helps producers to reduce labour
costs and increase efficiency. Animal
management tasks such as weighing,
drafting, dagging, vacinating and tagging
can be done simultaneously and with ease.

SHEEP EQUIPMENT
Racewell Handlers
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Racewell JR
Sheep Handler

The Racewell JR Sheep Handler features the same underlying qualities as found in
the iconic Te Pari Racewell HD3 Sheep Handler but without the automation controls.
The JR is our entry level unit and makes basic weighing, handling large sheep, and
other animal health tasks much easier to do.
The Racewell JR model comes standard with the remote switch mounted on
the lead up race which activates the clamp wall and air operated entry gate.
The Racewell JR Sheep Handler is a major step forward for any serious sheep
producer and is fully upgradeable to the MC (manual control) or HD (Auto control)
at a later date.
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Reasons to own a
Te Pari Racewell
Sheep Handler

Unobstructed overhead access ideal
for reading/applying ear tags

Automatic closing of the entry
gate activated by the sensors

Highly accurate and
fast weighing

4 Function Remote control controls
clamp/release and drafting gates

Optional Side Tilt ram for
crutching with a foot pedal

Rugged construction
and a well proven design

Easily adjustable optical sensors to
allow for different catch positions.
ie; set forward for capsule drenching
in the middle for weighing or the
rear for dagging

Variable clamp pressure
ensures animal comfort

A true multi function
handler – weigh, draft,
tag, crutch and drench.
Racewell does it all.

Trailer option - fast setup and
packup ideal for multi-site use

FEATURES

IDEAL FOR

Auto entry gate

Basic weighing

Rubber floor - hard wearing,
absorbs noise

S tanding crutch or side crutch
with tilt fitted

Adjustable width lead up race

Capsule drenching

Hot dipped galvanised - built to last

Inoculation

Manual weighing if scales fitted		

 anual read and application
M
of ear tags

Remote switch for catch and release
mounted on lead up race
Optional side tilt
for crutching

Mouthing and checking udders

SHEEP EQUIPMENT
Racewell Handlers
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Racewell MC

Sheep Handler - 3 Way Manual Control
The Te Pari Racewell MC Sheep Handler features the same underlying qualities
as found in the iconic Te Pari Racewell HD3 Sheep Handler - but without the
automation controls.

Racewell HD3
Sheep Handler
3 Way Auto Drafter

The Racewell HD3 Sheep Handler is a highly efficient
precision sheep management tool for any sheep producer.

With the addition of the 3 way drafting gates to the Racewell JR sheep handler,
the MC model allows sheep to be drafted manually like when sorting ‘clean or dirty’
sheep. The model comes standard with the remote switch mounted on the leadup
race which activates the clamp wall and air operated entry gate.

This top line model can weigh and draft fully
automatically by weight or EID and also undertake
a variety of other tasks such as dagging, capsule dosing,
drenching and tagging.

The Te Pari Racewell MC Sheep Handler deserves serious consideration for any
progressive sheep producer.

The patented adjustable optical sensors allow various
‘catch positions’ for the sheep depending on the task to be
carried out. The Racewell HD3 Sheep handler is the perfect
tool to help you produce prime product while increasing
profitability and management efficiency.

FEATURES

IDEAL FOR

3 way manually operated weighing
and drafting

Basic weighing

Manual Switch control of draft gates
Auto entry gate

S tanding crutch or side crutch
with tilt fitted

Adjustable clamp pressure

Capsule drenching

Rubber floor - hard wearing,
absorbs noise

Inoculation

Manual drafting

Lead up race

 anual read and application
M
of ear tags

Hot dipped galvanised - built to last

Mouthing and checking udders

Remote switch for catch and release

Clean/dirty sorting of sheep

Optional side tilt for crutching
All models now feature
the NEW sloped and fully
adjustable lead up race

3 Operation Modes
Mode 1: - Standard - Sheep is clamped and weighed etc…
When clamp is released the entry gate is not opened to let the
next animal in until the ‘green’ eyes are clear.
Mode 2: Fast - Sheep is clamped and weighed etc…
When clamp is released the entry gate is immediately opened to
let the next animal. This is ideal when very fast weighing is required
and where the sheep race flow is very good. This mode allows the
waiting animal to immediately follow the animal that is exiting the
clamp greatly enhancing flow and throughput.
Mode 3: Continuous Flow - This mode effectively disables the
entry gate completely. This is ideal where only occasional animals
are being dagged or drafted. The operator selects mode 3 and turns
the ‘Eyes OFF’. The sheep can then run through the handler and the
clamp is only activated when the remote button is pushed.

The Racewell HD3 Sheep Handler is the No. 1 machine for
precision sheep management!
FEATURES

IDEAL FOR

3 way Manual or Auto weighing and drafting

 anual or fully automated drafting
M
by weight range or EID

4 function radio remote control

Limited labour situations

3 operating modes for different speed situations

Clean/dirty sorting of sheep using remote

Adjustable clamp pressure

Standing crutch or side crutch if tilt fitted

Rubber floor

Capsule drenching and inoculating

4 optical sensors to control catch position

Manual read and application of ear tags

Optional hydraulic trailer system

Mouthing and checking udders

Optional foot pedal clamp control

Weighing and rapid dagging
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Racewell Handlers
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Racewell HD6
Sheep Handler
6 Way Auto Drafter

Based on the highly acclaimed 3 Way HD3 Handler the Racewell HD6 Sheep
Handler is without question the ultimate precision sheep management tool.
With all the features of the 3 Way HD3 Sheep handler this top of the line
model can weigh and draft fully automatically up to 6 ways by weight
or EID while simultaneously undertaking a variety of other tasks such as
dagging, capsule drenching and tagging.

MAKE IT

EASY WITH
ACCESSORIES

This machine is ideal for producers finishing large numbers of lambs,
sheep studs, and any producer that is using EID for detail flock recording.
Racewell Sheep Handlers
– Precision sheep management!

Racewell
Hydraulic
Trailer Option

This specially designed hot dip galvanised trailer makes
it easy to transport your Racewell Sheep System around
the farm or between properties. It features a retractable
drawbar, removable wheels, and a fold down working
platform. The hydraulic lift makes it easy and very quick
to remove the wheels and lower the whole trailer to

the ground. In its working position the maximum width
of the trailer is 900mm without wheels on. The trailer
system is easy to manoeuvre and fit into most yard
situations, and an optional Duratorque suspension for
longer travel distances is available.

Racewell
Integrated EID Reader for
Racewell Sheep Handlers

The ePanel provides an integrated EID reader solution for the moving
side wall on Racewell Sheep Handlers. It allows the side wall of the
sheep handler to be fully functional, and can be fitted to any current
model Racewell Sheep handler. See page 56 for full details.

Tilt Kit For Sheep Handlers

The optional side tilt feature allows the clamp section of the handler to
tilt over sideways - up to 90 degrees - providing an excellent crutching
position. The tilt feature is operated by a foot pedal allowing the
operator to continue holding the hand piece when dagging.
For safety the tilt stops automatically when the pressure on foot pedal
is released. The tilt ram is concealed neatly under the handler floor
meaning there are no exposed rams to work around.

SHEEP EQUIPMENT
Racewell Drafters
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Racewell DR3 and DR5
Sheep Auto Drafters
The NEW Te Pari Racewell DR3 Auto Sheep Drafter is a highly efficient, dedicated weighing and drafting machine that is based
upon well proven and respected Racewell technology. The 4 button remote control operates every function of the drafter while
the adjustable magic eye optical sensors control the opening and closing of the gates. Magic eye adjustment allows for the
optimum read position for stock of all sizes.

DR3 Trailer System option
Our new Trailer System for the DR3 makes both set up and
getting transport ready a breeze! Either operation takes one
man about 2 minutes. This smart design also means the DR3
can be easily positioned right up close to the race.
The DR3 Trailer System comes standard with suspension.

The modern, sleek design of the Te Pari Racewell DR3 and DR5 Auto Sheep Drafters include a strong steel frame with plastic
guards covering the working areas of the machine, this keeps all electronics and wires safely hidden and out of harm’s way.
One of the product’s most innovative features is the integration of weigh cells into the main frame of the unit. This keeps the
weigh cells and electronics above the animals and well away from any dirt build-up around the bottom of the machine where load
bars have traditionally been located. With both the DR3 and DR5 capable of handling over 600 sheep per hour, jobs that used to
take all day can now be completed in a fraction of the time with a high degree of safety and with ease.

FEATURES

Twin adjustable magic eyes to adjust entry gate timing
Self-contained hot dip galvanised frame
Auto weigh capable of approx. 600+ sheep per hour
Radio remote control
3 way manual or auto drafting
Ultra quiet pneumatic operation

Racewell
Technical Support
As well as our clear plain English manuals
our technical support service extends to
our online support centre, email help and
direct phone support from our head office.
If any issues arise, we pride ourselves
on fast and accurate resolution to ensure
you’re up and running quickly.

Benefits to your operation:

• Twin adjustable magic eyes for optimal speed and flow
• Self contained frame makes for easy positioning
even when on uneven ground

• Auto weigh capable of processing 600+ sheep per hour
• Manual drafting by sight with use of the remote control
• Remote override of indicators draft range
• 3 way manual or auto drafting
• Ultra quiet pneumatic operation
• Integrated load cells means no loadbar problems
• Hot dip galvanised steel construction
• Low entry height rubber lined floor for enhanced flow

Load cells integrated into the top frame
Low entry height rubber lined floor

Intelligent Auto Sensing
Entry Gate
The entry gate is triggered by twin optical sensors. If a
second animal tries to enter the crate and gets caught in the
closing gate the intelligent auto sensing entry gate system
will reopen and then close the gate again - by itself - after a
few seconds, releasing the animal.
In addition the entry gate is not part of the weighing zone.
This means that if an animal waiting in the race puts load on
the entry gate the weight recording will not be affected.
DR5
5-Way Auto
Drafter

DR3
3-Way Auto
Drafter
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Racewell
DR3 Key
Benefits

Integrated ePanel
EID Antenna
The innovative Te Pari ePanel Integrated
EID antenna is integrated into the side of
the sheep drafter. The ePanel reader
addresses the requirement for a compact,
unobtrusive antenna that ensures the EID
ear tag is accurately read no matter where
the sheep is holding its head. As the antenna
is very close to the sheep false reads of the
EID tag is very rare.

Integrated
Scale and EID
Controller

Te Pari E-Series weigh scale indicators have
a world first. Integrated within the scale case
is an EID reader control unit. This provides
the user with a ‘single box’ and less wires!

Mobile APP for
Data Transfer

Te Pari Weigh Scale indicators have built in
Wi-Fi and an innovative mobile app which
allows you to download your records and
email them back to your office. This App will
also display live animal weights, streamed
direct from the scale, allowing you to keep
track of stock weights even when you are not
standing by the unit.

Effective Drafting

The Te Pari Racewell DR3 Sheep drafter with
a Te Pari scale indicator can draft sheep 9
ways out 3 drafting gates. This allows you to
split your draft lines into more accurate groups

SHEEP EQUIPMENT
Chutes - Irons - Accessories
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Popula

CHOICE

Standard Docking Iron
and Highwind Docking Iron
The Te Pari Scissor Action Docking Iron enables lambs to be docked
virtually anywhere, without the need for a baseboard under the tail.
Surgical docking is less stressful to lambs, and searing leaves a clean,
sealed wound that reduces lamb losses due to infection and fly strike.

Rollamaster Tailing Chutes
A fast and efficient system for marking and tailing lambs.
The lamb tails are presented in the ideal position for docking.
The optional tipper unit allows the lambs to be tipped out of
the chute rather than pulled and dropped.
BENEFITS

Portable, easy to use and maintenance free

FEATURES

Highwind model features large jet and burner system that
makes it virtually wind proof
Copper Alloy searing head for swift heat up, heat retention and
longer life
A holder that deflects spent gas back over cutting head
preventing cooling and gas wastage
Optional Heatshield

Innovative “V” roller configuration to ensure the safe,
smooth and speedy throughput of lambs with less drag
and less stress

Standard model

1.6

Standard with Tipper

1.9

Loading and unloading is simple with 4-5 lambs able
to be worked on by multiple operators if desired

Contractor model

2.3

Contractor with Tipper

2.6

Ideal for drenching, ear marking, tailing, docking,
castration and inoculation
Manufactured with electroplated steel and heavy
duty polyethylene rollers providing strong, durable
construction and finish for long, trouble-free use

Patesco Docking Iron

Based on the proven design of the Standard Docking Iron the Te Pari
Patesco Docking Iron treats the end of the tail in such a way the upper
surface of the end of the tail heals with bare skin rather than wool.
The bare area on the top of the end of the tail is of sufficient size
that the wool will not grow long enough to fall over the end of the
docked tail and allow dags to form.
FEATURES

BENEFITS

Patented rotating anvil system
stretches wool during docking process
Improved leverage and balance
Copper searing head for excellent
heat retention
Unique handle linkage system
LPG fired

Leaves end of tail with no
wool hanging over it
Helps prevent dag formation

Length (m)

Lambs from 2 weeks to 3 months are handled easily
with quick adjustment for different sized animals

Easy to set up, fold down and transport around the farm
HEATSHIELD

Model

Proven performance with over 20 years in the market

Optional tipper available for both models

EID SYSTEMS
TEPARI.COM

Fadge Holder
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Easy to transport and store, this Fadge Holder has a galvanised frame
for long life. The High Back model (pictured), which takes advantage of
the large flaps on capless packs to increase the mouth size and holding
capacity, is ideal for wool classing when wool is being thrown into a fadge.
The holder has optional castors and a unique pack-retaining clip for
the capless packs.
FEATURES

AC12 Compressor

Recommended for
Racewell
Sheep Equipment

A lightweight , very portable compressor, easily handled by one person
Heavy duty, full shell bearing pump with a high air-flow flywheel
Dual control means motor doesn’t start under load

P 1800 650 682
E sales.au@tepari

PERFORMANCE
Our range of Te Pari EID equipment is rugged, innovative and
guaranteed to last, saving you time and money and increasing
your animal management ability.

FEATURES

W www.tepari.com

YOUR

The Te Pari range of EID readers has been developed to give you
a simple, practical and easy to use animal identification solution.

Folds flat for instant storage
Unique pack retaining clip
Galvanised
Optional Castors

Air Command

BOOST

Readers and Overview

What is EID?

EID is an acronym that stands for
Electronic Identification

A BASIC EID SYSTEM

Basically an EID system consists of a
passive electronic tag that is attached to
an animal that stores it’s identification
number and - An EID reader that reads
this number from the tag.

How does it work?
TRANSMISSION

The EID reader creates an electromagnetic field that causes
a minute current to flow into the animal’s electronic tag and
allows the reader to read the animal’s unique ID number.

INFORMATION CAPTURE

Capturing the information varies depending on the EID
reader and the equipment you are using.
Once the EID reader receives the animal’s unique number
it either stores the number in it’s memory for downloading
to a computer later, or sends it instantly to another
storage device such as a weigh scale, PDA or laptop.
Data stored against the animals unique number can be
compared, referenced and acted upon.

ACTION

Animals can be identified and drafted by weight, weight
gain and the like, as you build up and refer to, data that is
stored against the animal’s number. Scales like the Te Pari
T series show live weights as they are recorded and stored.

EID SYSTEMS
Stick and Panel Readers
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iPanel Permanent
Race Readers
The Te Pari panel reader is a rugged easy to use EID solution. Whether in a
fixed installation or on the move, no EID knowledge is necessary for the setup.
The panel reader also contains LED indicators which flash when a tag read has
been confirmed or when the antenna is tuning.
An integrated Bluetooth connection allows wireless communication with
weigh scales, PDA’s etc. In addition to this, the iPanel antenna can be used
with Te Pari T series indicators.
BENEFITS

Compact, robust design
Hands-free operation with Bluetooth to transfer
EID number to weigh scale
IDEAL FOR

Mounting onto existing wooden yards
Use with an existing cattle crush or weigh crate
Operates with Te Pari weighing systems

iStick iST-4
Self-defined tasks can be loaded and this makes frequent tasks
convenient and quicker. The data base mode offers offline data about
the specific animal and can handle several databases up to a total
of 50,000 data sets. The data can be changed and added to from
customised lists, like medicines.
Connections are available through Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, USB or RS232.
The unique Wi-Fi option means making a reliable connection to smart
phones, wireless networks and scales indicators is fast and easy.
Data transfer is very easy using the file transfer software or virtual
COM port option. Backwards compatible with earlier Te PAri readers.
An ergonomic light yet strong and waterproof casing means it is easy
to use, even during long reading sessions.
FEATURES

Superior battery life - More than 30 hours in “push to read” mode and up
to 12 hours in permanent read mode.
An improved larger colour TFT-display shows more information
Light to handle yet fully IP67 weatherproof
4 GB flash memory - Enough space for up to 1 Million records.
Loudspeaker, vibration and display offer various ways to indicate
programmed alarms and actions.
Display alerts from pre-loaded list

RUGGED

INNOVATIVE
EID SOLUTIONS

Available
December 2016

WEIGH AND DRENCH
TEPARI.COM

REPLACE
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Integrated EID Reader for
Racewell Sheep Handlers

The innovative Te Pari ePanel Integrated EID reader has solved the
problem of fitting EID panel readers to the moving side wall of the iconic
Racewell Sheep Handler.
The ePanel antenna is incorporated into the side wall of the sheep handler and
involves some smart technology. The ePanel reader addresses the requirement
for a compact, unobtrusive antenna that ensures the EID ear tag is accurately
read no matter where the sheep is holding its head.

Te Pari Weigh Systems

GUESSWORK

WITH FACTS

WITH TE PARI PRECISION WEIGHING
AND APPLICATION SYSTEMS

The ePanel system allows the side wall of your sheep handler to be fully
functional, it will not interfere with its normal operation.
The major advantage is that the ePanel Reader is an integrated solution as
opposed to a retrofitted panel reader.
As the antenna is very close to the sheep EID tag false reads are very rare.
The reader can be fitted to any current model Racewell Sheep Handler.
BENEFITS

No visual obstruction of sheep
Integrated design allows hands
free operation
Buzzer and confirm tag read and
power status
High reading range for all type of HDX
and FDX-B eartags compatible with
ISO standard 11784/5
Patented fast Auto-tuning antenna
maximises read performance and
simplifies reader system setup
The ePanel is unobtrusively
mounted inside the clamp wall

Bluetooth communication standard
Powered by external 12V battery or
by an optional mains adapter
Removable Control Unit with rugged
plugs allows it to be taken away for
storage and security
Connects directly to leading EID
enabled weigh scales including
Tru-test, Gallagher and Iconix

Together -

Precision Animal Health
The Te Pari Scale Indicator partnered with the Revolution Drench Gun takes the guess work out of
vaccinating and drenching. The scale calculates the exact dosage required, you simply select the amount
of medication per kg (or lb) to be administered in the scale set up menu. The scale displays the exact
dose for each animal, based on the animals actual live weight. This dose information is sent directly to
your Revolution Drench Gun using its onboard Wi-Fi.
With a click of the trigger the gun delivers this dose to the animal. The gun does the work not your
hand. This means: Easy application, no underdosing which causes resistance, and no costly overdosing.

Easy, quick and accurate dosing - Saving you: hand strain; time and money!
The Te Pari scale indicator also gathers all the information you need to manage your stock performance.
Accurate, regular weighing enables you to manage growth rates, check slaughter weights and finish
stock to contract putting you back in control of your business and unlocking hidden profitability.

THE REVOLUTION
Electronic Drench Gun

TEPARI.COM
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Revolution

Electronic Drench Gun
One of the most used tools in the Livestock producer’s arsenal is the
common drench gun. The average farmer drenches their stock at least
several times a year while the common manual drench gun struggles to
last through a single run of drenching! The New Te Pari Revolution Drench
Gun is a new generation of drenching technology; designed to overcome
the issues common to drench guns.
It is set to become the new standard for progressive efficient livestock
producers the world over!
It is electronically powered and calibrated and features a direct Wi-Fi
connection to the Te Pari Weigh Scale System where the dose rate is
calculated automatically based on the animal’s actual weight. The correct
dose amount is transmitted by the weigh scale to the Gun using Wi-Fi
where an accurate drench dose is applied to the animal.
By drenching with a precision dose based on the animal’s actual weight
the Revolution Drench Gun reduces the costly wastage of over drenching
and reduces the likelihood of drench resistance caused by under
drenching.
Existing manual drench guns are difficult to squeeze particularly when
dosing large animals, but with the Revolution Drench Gun you click
the trigger and the gun does the work. It is well balanced and reduces
operator strain from repetitive use.
Without connection to the Te Pari weigh
scale the Gun can be used as a
powered applicator with dose rates
selected manually on the screen.
The Te Pari Revolution Drench Gun…
An efficient, labour saving and
innovative drench delivery system
for progressive livestock producers
globally!

THE WORLD’S FIRST

DRENCH GUN

THAT ‘THINKS’
FOR ITSELF!
FEATURES

Statistics button shows delivered doses and volume used
Auto or manual calibration
Display screen show dose and battery level
Variable plunger speed for different viscosity liquids
Range of applicators to cover varying tasks
Prime button to prime the barrel before use
BENEFITS

Battery Powered for ease of use and reduced hand strain
Improved drench performance with exact dose based on animal weight
Eliminates costly over drenching
Reduces drench resistance caused by under drenching
SPECS

Barrel Size 70 ml
Dose Accuracy; +/-0.2 ml. Battery Life of 2,000 shots approx. (50 ml)
Dose size: 5 ml – 99 ml (70 ml or more in 2 shots)
Available with; stainless steel nozzle for pour on and oral drenching
Optional: 15 ml barrel, T-bar for back lining

COMING SOON
The all new
Revolution Vaccinator

SEE IT ONLINE
Search - YouTube Te Pari

WEIGH SYSTEMS
Te Pari Scale Indicators
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T10 Weigh Scale

A powerful yet economical indicator designed for the farmer requiring a simple
weighing system where only weighing and EID data is required. Fitted with
internal Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, this scale can easily communicate with external
devices such as smart phones, tablets and computers.

T20 Weigh Scale

This technically advanced indicator with full drafting capabilities provides and stores
a wide range of detailed data as the base for a modern livestock management system.
The Te Pari T20 provides the flexibility and features you need including an innovative
animal health dosage output which helps you to save drench costs.

ALL TE PARI SCALES FEATURE

ADDITIONAL FEATURES OF THE T20

Compatible with Te Pari Drench Gun
using Wi-Fi connection

All the features of the T10 PLUS
Phone application provides advanced statistics

Auto animal health dose calculation

Phone app includes live weight screen - your smart
phone displays animal weights in real time

Favourites to store your setups
Auto adjusting screen back light

Drafting manual and automatic up to 9 ways

Memory - 30,000 records in 99 files

Fully compatible with Te Pari auto drafters

Weight gain, min, max and summary
Tag recording options

Hold mode for drafting - This allows any draft range
to hold an animal rather than auto release - Allowing
the operator time to inspect the animal

Automatic visual tagging option

3x code fields for additional animal data

Premises ID field

Advanced statistics reporting including full draft
data "what if" sorting and more

Bluetooth connectivity for EID wand readers

Standard statistics reporting
Phone app for download and forwarding of records
PC software for record editing and evaluation

All our indicator models are compatible
with the Revolution Drench Gun

Internal rechargeable NiMH battery
Metric and Imperial measures and
multi language

Live weight streaming to
your smart phone

Bu- il- t
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All scales feature easy data transfer
with TE PARI CONNECT phone app
All Te Pari scales have built in Wi-Fi and an innovative app which allows
you to transfer data seamlessly from your scale to your smart phone,
tablet or other mobile device. Downloaded files can be emailed on to
your office from the app - no need to remove the indicator.

To

Your

PHONE
iOS

To

Your

HOME

9 Way Manual and
Automatic Drafting

WEIGH SYSTEMS
Loadbars and Platforms

TEPARI.COM
1800 650 682

E-Series T10E
and T20E

600mm Standard Loadbars

In a world first our E-Series scales add a built in
EID reader control unit into your T10 or T20 scale.
Connecting your E-Series scale to an optional Te Pari
Panel Antenna makes for a flexible and cost effective
solution for super smooth automatic data recording and
animal processing in chutes and multi yard operations.

Te Pari Standard Loadbars are made from hot dip galvanised steel
and designed for use under platforms, crates and wool-presses.
FEATURES

Weigh capacity of up to 2000kg
Heavy duty 6m cables as standard
Stainless steel loadcells

Tough and fully weatherproof
Sealed in cables eliminate moisture points

FEATURES
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E-Series adds an internal EID controller
to your T10 or T20 scale
Connects directly to a panel antenna
(external power supply required)

1000mm Heavy Duty Loadbars
All the features of our Standard Loadbars - PLUS Designed for use with the largest, most energetic livestock.
Unique stainless steel “ball and socket” system to protect the
load cells from harsh vibrations from restless large stock.
FEATURES

Optional
Panel Antenna

Unique Te Pari Scale Indicator
Favourites feature:

This allows the user to save the indicator setup as a favourite for easy quick set up in
the future ie favourite settings could be:
1. SHEEP – This would be for your Sheep Drafter with auto drafting turned on, EID off and a fast
weighing speed turned on.
2. CATTLE – This favourite could be setup to suit your new cattle crush/chute. Setup could also include
HD loadbars, EID reader and the Revolution Drench Gun
3. CATTLE2 – This could be for a second set of cattle yards where you weigh using an older Alloy
platform with Tru-Test loadbars. At this site you may need the Bluetooth turned on to suit your EID
stick reader, the Code fields set to record some animal data and the loadbar settings changed.
Whatever your situation the favourites feature lets you store your common setups,
then recall and load them, quickly and easily, when required.

Weigh up to 4000kg
Stainless Steel Loadcells

Super tough
Loadcells mounted longitudinally
for added durability

Weigh Platform
with integrated load cells

Alloy weigh platform ideal for the regular weighing of cattle.
It’s light weight means it’s easy to lift and can be stored inside
when not in use. Fits most types of weigh scales.
SPECS

Size: 2205mm x 645mm x 155mm x 35kg appx
Cable storage system
1000 kg load capacity

Ideal

TTLE
FOR CAHES
CRUS
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ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

ON THE GO

WHERE YOU
NEED IT MOST
You know what it’s like trying to complete a task without the
right tool for the job.

Getting it right saves valuable time. Te Pari’s range of specific
livestock products ensure you get the job done with minimal fuss
– and what’s more, they’re built to last, which means the job
gets done properly again and again and again.

Calf Dehorners

LPG Calf Dehorners
This fully portable LPG fired gas dehorner will
constantly maintain a high temperature ensuring the
quick, effective and efficient dehorning of your calves.
Two solid models are available and consist of a plastic
or stainless steel handle, a large copper alloy element
that retains plenty of heat to ensure an effective
treatment, and a temperature adjustment valve.
Three different element sizes available.
Suitable for calves up to 8 weeks old.
FEATURES

LPG Fired – runs off BBQ gas bottle
Excellent heat retention in cold conditions
Spare parts and service readily available
Hook to hang dehorner upright when in use
Standard with 18 mm Tip. 16 and 20 mm tips available
Hose and gas bottle fittings included

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Dehorners - Castrators

TEPARI.COM
1800 650 682

Original Dehorner
Provides greatest power where it is most needed, at the beginning of
the cutting stroke*. Cut is aided by extra long handles. Overall length:
1160mm. Weight: 8.2kg. Maximum blade opening: 80mm. Made in the
USA, by Keystone.

Convex Large Dehorner
Use on older and larger cattle* where only a few animals need to be dehorned each year. ‘Parrot beak’ jaw - one blade does entire cutting job,
aided by a buffer plate forming the lower jaw. Overall length: 1040mm.
Weight: 7kg. Maximum blade opening: 63mm. Made in the USA,
by Keystone.

Calves 6 months plus

Eze Bloodless Castrator
The Eze Castrator is a non-surgical system for the
effective castration of cattle. This system is unique because
it is suitable for castrating larger cattle over 6 months of age.
Being a bloodless method, the Eze Bloodless Castrator minimises set
backs, risk of infection and deaths associated with surgical castration.

Calves 4 to 6 months

Te Pari XL Castrator

The XL Castrator is suitable for castrating older calves up to
6-8 months.Delaying castration to this point means you can obtain
a better muscled and heavier calf.
The XL Castrator uses a heavy-duty latex ring system to castrate, opening to
90mm x 70mm x 70mm in the shape of a triangle. The ring is 19mm in outside diameter,
10mm in width and covered in antiseptic powder. The operator does not have to clench
the handle when the ring is expanded, but can lightly hold it.

Convex Junior Dehorner
Ideal for calves and goats up to approximately 12 months old*.
Constructed precisely like the popular large model convex dehorner in
design and operation. It is smaller and lighter yet powerful enough to do
a neat clean job. Overall length: 660mm. Weight: 2.8kg. Maximum blade
opening: 45mm. Made in the USA, by Keystone.

Once the ring has been placed over the scrotum the operator releases the castrator’s
lever to remove the ring. The castrator lever does not over centre and stays open by
itself, meaning it is only a one handed process for the operator to release the ring.
Call us for more information and pricing.

Calves 2 to 4 months

Tri-Band Castrator
Concave Yearling Dehorner
This high quality dehorner is ideal for dehorning yearlings* and features
concave blades made from 4mm hardened spring steel. One-piece stainless
frame will withstand rough use. Overall length: 560mm Weight: 2.6kg.
Made in New Zealand.

The Tri-Band Calf Castrator is a proven and popular castration method
for calves up to 2-4 months or approx 150kg. The castrator has a large opening
size of 55mm x 55mm x 60mm in a triangle shape. It allows superior single-handed
control; when the handle is pulled back, it over centres and will stay open by itself,
making placement of the ring easier. Also the ‘golden’ coloured Tri-band rings have
as square profile which stops the ring rolling off the prongs of the castrator.

Important Information: Castration and dehorning should be performed when animals are as young as possible and in accordance with Federal and or State laws and guidelines.
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